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Preliminaries 

Planarity 

 - An embedding is planar if there are no edge crossings 

 - A graph is planar if it has a planar embedding 

planar graph 
planar embedding 

planar graph 
non-planar embedding 
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non-planar embedding 
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Preliminaries 

Disk intersection graph (DIG) 

 - set of disks in the plane 

 - one vertex for each disk  

 - connected by an edge  
if their disks intersect 



So… what is a DOG? 

? 



Disk-Obedient Graphs (DOG) 

Disk-Obedient Embedding 
-> Each vertex is contained in 
 its corresponding disk 

Is the given DIG a DOG? 

Disk-Obedient Graph 
-> Disk intersection graph that admits an 
embedding which is  
 (1) planar, and  
 (2) disk-obedient 
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Depth of a DIG 
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Depth of a point: 
Number of disks  
containing the point 
 
Depth of a DIG: 
Maximum number of  
disks having a point  
in common 



Depth of a DIG 

Depth-5 DIGs 
Contain K5, hence they do not admit any planar embedding: not a DOG. 
 
Depth-4 DIGs 
Maybe, maybe not... 
 
Depth-3 DIGs 
Maybe, maybe not... 
 
Depth-2 DIGs 
Always a DOG. 
 
Triangle-free DIGs 
Always a DOG. 
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Recognizing a DOG is hard 



 

DOG Thin unit DOG  



Thin Unit DIGs 

Intuition: if potiential disk-obedience-conflict spots 
are distant, each of them can be handled separately 
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Thin Unit DIGs 

Thin:  
• distance between any two triangles is larger than 3k 

• removal of all disks within distance k/2 of a triangle 
decomposes the graph into a set of isolated paths 
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Thin Unit DOGs 

Thin:  

• distance between any two triangles is larger than 3k 

• removal of all disks within distance k/2 of a triangle 
decomposes the graph into a set of isolated paths 
 

 

 
Unit:  all disks have unit size 
 
 
 

Result: Recognizing thin unit DOGs is easy! 



Conclusion 

DOG: Hard to recognize  Thin unit DOG: Easy to recognize 


